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Memorandum

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, HOUSTON (2-115)

DATE: 7/31/61

SUBJECT: ANTI-COMMUNIST LEGIONNAIRES
NEUTRALITY MATTERS
(OO: Miami)

Re: Miami letter to the Bureau dated 5/23/61
requesting information regarding C. P.
R. KER, 2610 Mac Gregor, Apartment 2,
Houston, Texas.

Enclosed for Miami are one copy each of the
following communications which sets forth data regard-
ing RIKER.

1. Letterhead memorandum dated 4/13/61,
Houston, entitled CHARLES S. RIKER,
R. G. LITCHENSTEIN, C. E. STOLTZE
PURCHASE OF CUBAN OR "BATISTA DOLLARS"
REPORTEDLY FOR CATHOLIC CHURCH
INTERNAL SECURITY-CUBA.

2. Letterhead memorandum dated 4/13/61 bearing
above title evaluating informants utilized.

3. Houston letter to the Bureau dated 4/13/61
captioned the same as the above two letterhead
memoranda.

4. Letterhead memorandum dated 5/4/61 at
Houston, Texas, entitled G. BAKER ROWLAND
UNKNOWN SUBJECT "Tim Riker" or "Tim Reicher"
INTERNAL SECURITY-CUBA.

5. Letterhead memorandum dated 5/4/61 evaluating
the informants used in above memorandum.

6. Houston airtel to Director dated 5/4/61 bear-
ing the caption of the memoranda mentioned
immediately above.
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7. Letterhead memorandum dated 7/25/61 entitled G. BAKER ROWLAND, ET AL. RACIAL MATTERS; INTERNAL SECURITY - CUBA.

8. Letterhead memorandum dated 7/25/61 evaluating informants utilized in the above letterhead memorandum of same date.


Miami's attention is also directed to Houston's letterhead memorandum dated 7/7/61 entitled LIBERATION FORCES OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE, a copy of which has previously been forwarded to Miami.

These memoranda and letters contain all the information known to the Houston Office regarding RIKER. From the activity of RIKER as set forth in these communications, it appears that all referred to CHARLES E. RIKER who resides at 2610 Mac Gregor, Apartment 2, Houston, Texas.

This case is being considered RUC, however, when additional information is developed regarding RIKER and his activities, the same will be forwarded to the Miami Office.